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17 again features few surprises, but does a pretty good job of setting up a john ford-like directorial style with its deliberately generic tone and slightly stilted camera movements. it has its share of inconsistencies, as when efron must explain why he has borrowed a motorcycle from a different era. instead of a film about the mental state of a man who returns home from the war, 17 again is about the fates of three generations of his family (efron's, his mom (aubrey peeples) and dad (ryan gosling)) after the war. the story has a flashback structure, and in the first three acts the story lines of the three generations are presented in a way that is straightforward and linear. reviewers have often described 17 again as the citizen kane of the truer romcom. thats not something i would necessarily agree with. it is no slums of beverly hills, and it is not funny
enough to be in the same league as the hangover. its a decent and enjoyable romantic comedy and thats more than you can ask for from a comedy.a rich cast, solid direction and a strong melody make for a winning recipe. i enjoyed it a lot and it will definitely be worth watching again. after 17 again, i would like to see a few more films about the older generation, maybe one about a soldier returning home and the effects that has on his family and vice versa. however, i am all for remakes, especially if they are good and dependable. 17 again proved to me that hollywood is better off staying away from remakes.the film was a good effort, despite some oversights. it didnt blow me away but i have no doubt that it'll get decent reviews, especially since it comes on the heels of such a buzz-generating movie.in its best moments, 17 again reminded me of all

about eve, which also succeeded as a reminder of what made its 1950s predecessors unique in contrast to their cinematic progenitor, william shakespeare's hamlet.its effective, and well made. its americana idealism, loyalty and optimism that its nostalgia-inducing subject matter perhaps best illustrates.funny, too, thanks to an inspired cast, and im enjoying it more as it grows on me. the score is a highlight: brothers 2.0. strong start to the year. 3.5/5 ar reviewer
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the title of this movie is a bit misleading. these kids aren't just high school kids but also college students. they all have their own lives and problems to deal with and it seemed that everyone in the high school took this movie less seriously than they did their own lives. if you have a kid in high school or are a kid in high school, i would guess this
movie would be a bit more entertaining for you. the plot is simple. early in the movie the kids find out that their principal is an illegal immigrant who has been stealing money from the school. they begin to suspect that maybe their principal is not the only one at fault. the first third of the movie is about the kids trying to discover who the real
thief is. they talk to people and review the evidence. they also discover a few secrets about their principal. at the same time, there is a murder mystery going on in the background involving two people that are involved in the principal's crime. the kids and their friends try to solve the mystery and find the truth. the casting for this movie was
pretty good. i thought the actors were all really believable and that the characters they were playing were easy to identify with. it was hard to see the other actors without their masks though. all in all, i thought this movie was pretty good. the acting was good and there was a bit of a mystery going on that kept you guessing. the story wasn't

very original but i thought the plot was well-executed. there was a bit of a message about the importance of not being naive about who you are dealing with in high school but i think they could have been a bit more subtle in that area. 5ec8ef588b
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